
AM---.... EXPLORATION, INC. 
A SUBSIDIARY OF' AMAX INC. 

4704 HARLAN STREET' DENVER, OOLORADO 80212 • [303]433-6151 

July 30, 1975 

Mr. Aldo Mazzella 
Terraphysics 
815 South 10th Street, 11 A 
Richmond, CA 94804 

Dear Aldo: 

Re: Bieber - Telluric
Magnetotelluric Survey 

TEI.EX. 45-e;56 

Enclosed is a map of the Bieber area showing Amax' geothermal 
fee leases in yellow and federal lease applications on 
National Forest Service land. A good map of the National 
Forest is available at the Forest Service office in Adin. 

Art and I have outlined the general coverage of the area 
that we would like. Lines A-A', B-B' and C-C' should be 
run first. E-E" has a secondary priority and depending upon 
initial results B-B", D-D' and E-E' may be run. In any event 
we will probably want some coverage extending into the Fall 
River Valley to the west of the Big Valley Mountains to test 
for a possible heat source in that area. 

As Amax has only a checkerboard land position (which is held 
under lease to Eason Oil Corp.) m~ximum use of public roads 
should be followed wherever possible. However, feel free to 
modify the lines if better data can be collected by different 
line orientations. 
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I would appreciate it very much if you would send all the 
data that you have on Animas-Antelope that Art hasn't 
already collected to Art as we are attempting to mobilize 
an active seismic survey in the area. 

Best regards. 

HJO:d 

Si'£fa1Y' 
HarrY~On 
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GRAVITY SURVb'Y 

BIG VALLEY 

LASSEN AND MODOC COUNTIES 

for. 

WATER RESOURCES DEPAR'l1.1ENT 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

by 
United Geophysical Corporation 

July 1959 



BIG VALLEY 

LASS11N AND 1-'iOl)()C COUNTIES 

This report gives the results of a gravity survey of Big 

Valley. Lassen and Modoc Counties, California. The survey was 

made to determine the basement configuration of the valley to 

aid ina study of ground water movement. 

The valley is relatively flat. lies at approxima.tely 4200 

feet above sea level, and is drained to the southwest by the Pit 
River. 

FIELD OPLlRATIONS 
~---... -..-...~.-.~-~-

The fie 1d \'l!or1<: began on May 22, 1959 and was com pIe ted on 

June 17, 1959.. During this time 3ql stations lI1ere surveyed and 

389 observed" 

A compass-stadia traverse survey lvi tt.l tl'ansi ts was used for 

both horizontal and vertical control. Both hori2;onta,1 aJ.1d verti

cal loop closure maps were kept and all loops were adjusted to 

zero. The vertical accuracy of the survey is :t. 1. 0 foot and the 

horizontal accuracy is 1:400. 

The gravity observations were made with Worden gravity meter 

number 246 which has a dial constant of 0.09779 mg. per dial 

division. Nine bases were observed and these bases were adjusted 

in f:i ve loops. Base 101 ·Nas assigned a st at ion gravi ty of 10'0.00 

mg. All bases were marked with an iron rod and descriptions ':Jere 

made of each base. 

A density profile waS rU11 in the valley and from this profile 

the surface density was determined to be 1.30. This low density 

is confirmed by the specific gravity determinations made on core 

samples by the Department of hlater Resources. A density of 1.30 

is equivalent to an elevation correction of 0.07748 mg. per foot 

which includes both the Bouguer nnd free air corrections. 



All field computations were made according to United's 

standard procedure and were computed from arbitrary datums, ie., 

station 101 was given a station gravity value of 100.00 mg, the 

elevations were reduced to 4100 feet above sea level, and the 
latitude correction was computed from an arbitrary zero line 

north of the surveyed area. 

ANALYS IS OF TUB GRA VITi" flNOMALY 
~~-n~~l'_ _",._~ 

Big Valley is a faulted structural basin near the edg~ of 
the Modoc Plateau lava beds. The valley is bounded on all sides 

by volcanic rocks such as lava flo\l]s and pyroclastics, which 

eruped at diverse times from about mid-Tertiary to late Pleisto

cene~ These volcanic rocks are exposed in the tilted faulted 

block ridges on the east 8.lid 'tt%'est margins of the valley, in the 

complexly faulted moun.tainous terrane south of the valley, and 

in the faulted lava plateau north of the valley. 
, ' 

Fine grained lake sediments comprise the bulle of the sedi

mentary depOSits which fill the structural basin that is now 
Big Valley. These sediments include well-bedded tuf8',ceous and 

diatomaceous sil ts and clays 'I.d tll interbedded thin sand lenses .. 

The la.ke sediracnts are overlain by Pleistocene .and recent stream 

deposited silt, sandt and gravel \\'hich blanket most of the floor 
Gf Big Valley.·~ 

The densities used in all computations were taken from the 
density data obtained by the Water Resources Department. By 
averaging these densities a density of 2.60 waS obtained for the 

volcanic rocks and 1.20 for the sedimentary deposits in the 

valley, which gives a density contrast of 1.40. 

A regional gradient could not be removed from the observed 
gravity map since there is no gravity control outside the immedi

ate area of the valley. 

*Sts,te 0f California, Depzu:tnwnt of Water Resources, "Geology of 

Big Valley Ground Wt;tter Basin (]?relinl:i.nary Re port) .It 

I 

~-i1 

UMITIHJ 

~~~~~-



The analysis was ma~e using a standard two dimensional chart, 

also theoretical CllrvC!s "'Jer.e computed for appropriate geometric 

forms as an aid in the interpretation. The results of these 
procedure s are sho't'JD on the enclosed ma.p. The map 8h0\15 the 

principal structural features of the valley and the depths to 

the basement where these could be computed accurately. 

The predominant structural featur.es are five northwest 
trending faults.. These faults are probably normal and have ap

parent displacements of 800 to 2100 feet. 

If the density contrast is less that 1.40 then the depth 

estimates of course will be larger. But it is felt that the con

trast used is probably correct since it was obtained from actual 

meaSnrelrlents and the densities thus obtained are 1\le11 wi thin the 

Imo1rm density range for the se rocks. 

SUM~'lARY 
~A._"~ 

It must be emphasized that if gravity surveys such as this 

are contemplated in the future the survey should be extended by 

isolated lines into the area surrounding the valley so that a 
more accurate interpretation can be made. 

E:NCLnSUR ES 
~_-....w..~~~ .. _ 

Bouguer anomaly map, un contoured 
Bouguer anomaly map, contoured 

structural map 

CLS/clJc 
'7/20/59 
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Respectfully subrnitted t 

Cbarles L. Schroll 


